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Part I

Concept
Welcome to the doomed city of Anokera. The citizens have angered the Gods, and they
have forsaken the city. You have been given the task of ensuring its demise. While the
Gods wish to see the city fall, they are not in agreement on howthe citizens should
perish. You would be wise to follow the wishes of your patron god, as only they can
protect you from the wrath of the others.

Part II

Materials
Anokera works best with a set of colored cards, such as UNO cards. However, a stan-
dard deck can be made to suffice. You also need 21-35 (7 * Players) citizen counters.

Materials

• 9 Role cards (cards numbered 1-9)

• 3 Blank Cards (Stack Starters)

• 3 Sets of Resource Cards, Force, Terror, and Nature (12 Cardseach, with two
cards holding a special mark)
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• 21-35 Counters

• Printed Game Sheets

Variant: Longer Combos

With a larger deck you can have longer combos. You can add resource cards in sets of
six, 5 additonal regular and 1 additional marked per resuorce. To do this with a deck of
cards, use a second deck prepared the same way as the first.

Material Creation

To play with a standard deck of cards:

• Pull out all the clubs (♣) from the deck, as well as the other Kings (K♠rq).

• The rest of the deck are the resource cards. Spades♠ is Force, Heartsr is Nature,
andq is Terror

• Put aside the A-9 of (♣) to be your role cards.

• Put three of the remaining unused face down on the table, to beyour starting
stacks. Set the rest aside.

• Face cards (JQ) are the Marked Cards.

Other Deck Construction

Anokera requires a resource deck made of three even resources. Different colored cards
work best. Each resource should have 1/6 of its cards marked.

Part III

Setup
• Randomly select a starting player

• Place citizen tokens equal to seven (7) times the number of players in the city of
Anokera.

• Shuffle resource cards together. Place five cards face up in the center of the table.
Place the deck face up (to show the card that will be dealt next) next to them.

• Shuffle the role cards and give one to each player. Keep these secret! The role
cards tell you how you score points at the end of the game. Consult the role sheet
before continuing, but do not let anyone else know which roleyou are.
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• Place the three column cards (These can be left over role cards, face down) on
the table, to indicate columns.

Part IV

Gameplay
Play proceeds clockwise. During their turn, the player may either play a single marked
card, or one or two non-marked cards from the five face-up cards into the columns.
After doing so, they should replace the played cards with cards from the deck:
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If a Marked Card (Face Card with standard deck) is played, thecolumn is cleared
and scored. See the scoring section below:

If the card is not a marked card AND the card would create a combo of all three
resources, those resources are removed:

Clearing a Column

When a Marked Card is played, it is time to reign terror down onto the city of Anokera.
Starting from the card that was just played, count backwardsin the column until you
find a card of a different resource. The number of cards skipped+ 1 is the amount of
people who die, move that many tokens from the city supply to the appropriate death
pile. The type of death is determined by the resources used. Remove the two cards
used to determine what type of death (but not the ones that were skipped over) from
the column. Now repeat this process until the column only hasone (or no) resources
left in it.

Death Types:
Force (♠) + Terror (q) Violence
Force (♠) + Nature (r) Famine
Terror (q) + Nature (r) Disaster
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Example:
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Scoring

Once the city is depleted, turn over your role cards and counthow many citizens fell to
each cause. Score based on the information on the role sheet.

Part V

Credits
Thank you to the people at the jam that play-tested our game. You are too many to list,
and we don’t want to butcher your names.

Thanks to Chris Gibson, CPGD and Cal Poly CS Department for putting this on.
Board Game Programmers Team:

• Benjamin Cooley

• Tim Goya

• Cameron Olson
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